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0 - The Intro

Intro

The year is 13 A.D. and Godzilla rules the world. Right now all of the humans are either mentally
retarded or physically retarded and some are even both and all of the other creatures are either too
weak or too timid to fight the almighty Godzilla. My name is Larry and I am one of the lucky penguins we
are lucky because godzilla rarely messes with us only because he thinks he killed all of us see I might
be the only penguin in the world right now. It all started when the female penguins laid their eggs, they
had to go get food so the babies wouldnt be hungry when they hatched. Right now we currently had no
food except for the pizza place which was 666 miles away, but since they invented the first jet pack they
made very speedy deliveries. The only problem with being a penguin is that you have really short legs,
which made walking very hard for us to do because it took us days just to get around our entire house. It
usually took the female penguins 4 months to get the food and come back. Youre probably wondering
why it takes so long well as I explained previously WE HAVE SHORT LEGS! Now before I begin telling
you my story I need to warn you that this is not a dumb made up story this is a true story and it is very
hard believe because the adventures are so amazing and the randomness is off the hizzle fo shizzle.
Now if you decide to keep on reading I must warn you that you cannot stop if you do your life will be in
danger, so read or you will die



1 - the Beginning

Chapter 1 the beginning

Before Godzilla was even born penguins ruled the world. Most of us lived in Japan. I know what you are
thinking. Why are penguins living in Japan there is no snow and it isnt that cold. Well we are a very rare
type of penguins and we have not yet adapted to cold weather because in 12 A.D. no one knew about
Antarctica or any cold area mostly we knew about Africa, Asia (but mostly only the southern part), and
Mexico and if you know anything about geography you know that those areas arent very cold. The only
bad thing about living in those areas is that we didnt have a lot of land that we could travel without it
taking 85 years, thus making it hard to have a lot of food, which is why the females need to get some
(and also the fact that we now have a kid to feed). By the time they actually left we were almost
completely out of food the only food source for us in Japan was the pizza place. After everyone left my
neighbor and good friend Dwight called and told me that a game was on it was The yellow chickens vs.
The black sea monkeys. They were my two favorite teams so it was hard to pick which one I liked more
but I think I like the yellow chickens better. By the time I got to my friends house the game had already
been over for 5 days and he only lived two feet away. When I got there their was nothing to do so I went
back home.God I did all of that walking for nothing I thought. About two minutes after I got home the
phone started to ring. I had just gotten in to bed and wanted to go to sleep but I answered the phone
anyway. "hello" I said. "OMG OMG OMG you have to see what I did come over here NOW!!!" Dwight
yelled. ugh I sighed I got out of bed and walked over to his house once I got there another 5 days had
passed. He was smiling and holding some weird painting with a cover over it so I couldnt see what it
was. "What is it?" I asked. He took off the cover and revealed a woman who he called the Mona Lisa.
"wow" I said "that is so gay we need to burn that." I took the painting and threw it out his window. It
landed in one of our neighbors yard a few days later. It took that long to land because not only the
penguins are slow the gravity is also slow. His name was Van Gough he said that he would be a famous
artist one day but his art sucked. It was just gay little stick people and sometime gay little stick animals. I
went home annoyed by my friends stupidity and went to sleep when I woke 3 days had passed and I
was starting to get hungry. I went into the kitchen to get some food, I opened up a cabinet and it was
completely empty, I opened another and still empty, after I opened 5 more 3 days had passed and I
finally realized we had no food. Then the phone started ringing again. It was my friend. He wanted me to
come over to his house AGAIN. So I went there and that took up another 5 days he said he invented
some kind of software called microsoft and with it you could make a computer I said "wow that is another
really gay idea Dwight get a life and stop making all these dumb inventions." I threw the software out the
window and it landed in our other neighbors yard his name was Bill Gates, he always said he would be
rich for inventing things. but just like Dwight he sucked at inventing things. After I got home a few of the
females started coming home. It was easier for them to find food because some of the creatures were
building these weird machines called cars and they helped transport them to the ocean a lot quicker than
if they were walking. A few days later my wife came home, her name was Madge. The baby hatched a
couple minutes after that and everything was awesome. Until the next morning



2 - Godzilla

Chapter 2
Godzilla
I woke up to a roaring noise. it wasnt what you would expect to hear at 4 in the morning but I mean you
wouldnt really expect to hear anything besides your breathing at four in the morning and possibly some
drunk hobos screaming. AHHHHHHHHHHH! and there it was the drunk hobo screaming although it
didnt sound like a hobo or a drunk person it sounded like someone who was terrified but that was very
rare in 12 A.D. we were very peaceful except for when it came to humans we despised them. Then I
heard stomping and I started to get scared, my wife woke up and ran outside. But she really shouldnt
have done that, because she was probably his first victim. After he stomped on her he picked her up and
ate her. Then he came for the baby, that was when I knew I had to hide. I hid in a hole and put some
leaves on top of that to hide me from any ones vision or the hole from any ones vision. While I was in
there I must have fallen asleep, because when I woke up it was all different there was nothing left of our
peaceful village once known as Scranton. I couldnt find any bodys just mangled arms or legs it was
horrible. I didnt believe it I thought I must be dreaming. I went to the pizza place to see if that beast had
gotten that far, it turns out he had. I grabbed a jet pack and put it on me I needed to find someplace to
go and it would take me way too long to go someplace if I had to walk. After I passed what used to be
my old village Scranton I said goodbye for the last time. I didnt think I would want to ever go back there
were too many horrible memories there.



3 - Investagation Time

Chapter 3
Investigation time

I went to the closest village by scranton and found out the beast had gotten there too but this time there
were some survivors I saw Van Gough and Bill Gates apparently they went on vacation to celebrate the
woman coming home. I was glad to see someone I knew. I walked over to them "hey guys what
happened?" I asked. "it" was all they said they looked terrified and they were shaking. I walked away
realizing they werent any help. I turned on the jet pack and flew off I needed to find a place were the
beast had not yet gotten to so I could stop it from getting there. The entire way to the next village I
couldnt stop thinking about what Van and Bill had said it? what did that mean??? once I got to the next
village I realized the beast had gotten there also so I kept on flying. I went to 8 villages and all of them
had been destroyed or almost destroyed by the beast. I kept on flying but every village had been
destroyed, I found an ocean and decided to go over it because I needed to find a place the beast had
not destroyed and I had already been everywhere I could think of. It took me 3 days to get over the
ocean (thank god for jet packs), when I got to the land I didnt see anyone but a few retarded humans.
They were all running around screaming "AHHHHHH!THE PENGUINS HAVE COME TO EAT US
AGAIN!" actually we never ate them we just made it look like we ate them to scare them. "EVERYONE
CALM DOWN!" I yelled. After everyone stopped screaming and running and looked at me I said, "Okay
listen up everyone there has been a terrible accident. A horrible beast has killed off all of the penguins
and most of the other creatures around Asia and Australia and Europe. We will all be killed unless we
form an army to protect ourselves. I know that none of you like me and thats okay because I dont really
like you. But unless you want to die a very painful death I suggest we put aside our differences and
FIGHT the UGLY BEAST!" no one said anything they just stared at me. God they are so stupid this is
why us INTELLIGENT and BRAVE penguins do not interact with the IDIOTIC and TIMID humans. "Well
how do we know if youre telling the truth?" one of them said. Ugh see idiot humans too retarded to think.
I would never ruin the penguins reputation by saying we needed the retarded humans help. "Because I
mean if there was problems wouldnt you just go to the other creatures for help?" another one of them
said. "okay honestly I have no proof but like I said before the beast has also struck other peoples
villages too not just mine. And you will just have to trust me otherwise you might turn out like most of the
creatures back there, dead and missing body parts." i said.



4 - Training The Humans

Chapter 4
Training the humans

After hours and hours of persuading the retarded humans they finally realized I was telling the truth, and
agreed to come back to Asia with me but before we did that I needed to train them. You could not just
throw them in front of that beast they would have no idea what to do and just run away screaming, most
of them run away from everything like a butterfly or a rolly poly. So I brought them to a training center in
Mexico. There we started basic trainings they were already really good runners so we didnt need to work
on cardio that much but we did need to work on strength because they couldnt even pick up a small
pebble and throw it. So we worked on push ups and chin ups to strengthen them. 500 push ups every
two hours and the other hour we used for chin ups , they needed to do 400 of those, once they finished
they were free to do whatever they wanted except it couldnt be fun and it had to do with strengthening
up. None of them were very happy about it but it had to be done I was already in the best physical
condition that I could be in so I didnt work as hard as them I only did 13 push ups every hour no chin ups
an the rest of the time I lounged around eating donuts and screaming at the sla- I mean humans making
sure they do their work. Most of them were but sometimes a couple of them would stop and i would yell
at them. They said "it's tortue!" and "No fun at all!", I decided to give them to days a week were they
could do whatever they wanted only because if I didn't I thought they might revolt. I also made their
training schedule from 8:00 am to 2:35 pm, the time before and after that they had freetime to do
whatever, during that time when they weren't working out I educated them. I taught them how to read I
taught them history and a lot of other things. Of course, they still thought it was torture. i called this
"torture" school. After one month of strengthening up they were ready to continue with their training, they
needed to learn how to fight. I gave them dummies to start off with, after a few weeks of using those I
fought them. After a few weeks most of them could almost beat me, no one was strong enough to
actually beat me though, so i knew it was time. They were ready to fight the beast, But it still wasn't
enough, we needed more creatures to help fight. I knew we had to search their land for more creature
that could help us. In the humans land they didn't have jet packs or fuel for jet packs. So it would take
months to get across that dumb ocean. I knew a place where it would only take a couple of days to get
across the ocean but it would take around a month or so to get there. I decided to go that way so i could
find more help.



5 - Hobos And Cuppie Cakes

Chapter 5
Hobos and Cuppie cakes

When we got to the humans land i realized i never asked what it was called "Hey guys what is this place
called?" i asked "We never named it" One of them replied. See that just proves how dumb they are. I
decided to name it idiotville. We only walked a couple of miles before they started to get tired.
"Seriously?" i asked "You're tired already? Well too bad," i said "We barely got anywhere and we have
got a VERY VERY VERY long way to go. We can either stop running now while we walk or we can run
now and excercise in the morning." They decided to run and excercise in the morning. After two more
hours of running it got kinda dark so we stopped for the night and went to sleep. When i woke up
everyone was gone. I found a note a couple of feet away i picked it up and read it

Dear larry,

We are sick of your orders. having that beast kill us would be better than being under your command. we
went over to Asia on a boat by the time you get there we will be there and waiting for you. If you still
need our help, we will offer it but we can't do your outrageous workouts anymore

Love,
Us "idiotic" humans

"Well this is just great" i said to myself. I kept walking for ten miles until i found a human sitting in the
middle of the road "Are you okay?!" i yelled at him. he looked up at me, he wasn't one of the humans
that i trained so i didn't know him. "Please don't eat me." he said. Of course all humans thought we ate
them. "I'm not going to eat you." i said "Oh, well then what do you want? Do you want tobe my besest
buddy?" he said "Sure. Whats your name?" i asked "Fladoodle." he replied. Wow fladoodle? that is....
wow. "Cool.' i said. That was probably the first hobo i ever saw. in my old village everyone had homes
even if they had no money. We didn't even have money. It was useless. The only reason i even knew
what money was was because before the penguins ruled the humans did, Which is another reason that
humans don't like us, and obviously they had money. I told fladoodle about everything that had
happened, the beast, everyone dying, coming here, training the humans, and them fleeing to Asia on a
boat. "Wow, sucks to be you right now lil' buddy. So you gots any cuppie cakes?" fladoodle asked.
"What are cuppie cakes?" i asked. "You know they er lil cakes wit frosting and sometimes they gots
sprinkles. Oh and they taste like slamanders." Fladoodle was really starting to creep me out. "How
exactly, do you know what salamanders taste like?" i asked "Why they taste like cuppie cakes, DER"
der? wow. he is so weird.



6 - Oh, Great

Chapter 6
Oh, great

After spending a couple of hours with fladoodle i kinda gots used to him. oh god, did i just say gots? i
have gotten WAY to used to him. "Hey look lil' buddy mo' people, maybe they can help us out." there
was a girl and a boy who looked like they were the same age probably aroun 14-16 years old. They
were holding hands and walking in the same direction as us. "Hey i think thats Tay and Gee. Ima talk to
dem. Hey guys is you tay and gee?" UGH these people better not be like Fladoodle or i think i might
blow my brains against the ceiling... er uhjust against the.... sky? whatever. turns out it was "tay and
gee" they came with us. "Hey guys this is my lil' buddy his name is larry he cool." Fladoodle explained.
"So wheres you kids headed to?" they shrugged. "well goods you can come wit us," Fladoodle explained
our situation and they agreed to help us and fight with us. when it started to get dark we went to a motel
so we could sleep somewhere decent. It was only one penny a night since i had no money taylor and
gerard paid for it. They gave the cashier a bronze coin, on the back it said "in the penguins we do not
trust." When we got to our room taylor asked me a question "Why aren't you eating us? i mean thats
how you get your power right? at least thats how you took over." What stupid stupid humans they were.
"ugh that isn't how we took over well, i mean it kind of is but not exactly, see you guys were ruining
everythin. You invented money which was a complete waste of gold silver and time, also you guys don't
have jet packs, we had to improve things otherwise someone else would have come and ruined things
even more. What we did was we took a dying old man and pretended to eat him so we could scare you
and you would give us power. Two kids pitched the idea at a meeting and we thought it was ridiculous
and laughed said "It would never work", but a couple days later the boys went through with the plan." i
explained "oh, well what happened to the old man?" Taylor asked "Honestly i don't know." I said. the
room only had two beds Taylor and gerard shared one whil Fladoodle took the other one. I insisted on
taking the floor since i didn't pay for the room.



7 - Uncle Paul

Chapter 7
Uncle Paul

We left the motel in the morning and continued to walk. Taylor and Gerard Walked a couple of feet
behind us, I'm guessing it was because they didn't want me to hear their conversation, but i heard it
anyway. "Do you really think there is a beast in Asia? or do you think hes just lying?" Taylor asked
Gerard. "I don't know but i think he's telling the truth i mean honestly, do you think the penguins would
come to us for help when they could ask anyone else? It does seem like a trap, you know how retarded
they think we are, but then again they probably would have brought another penguin along, but they
might think we are too retarded for there to be need for more than one. I could continue this argue
forever but its not going to get us anywhere i think we should just believe him, and if he is lying i'm sure
we could defend ourselves they are only penguins, not vicious tigers or anything like that." Gerard
replied. He seemed to be one of the smarter humans, if we were going to make this a trap then
obviously we would have done what he said, but OBVIOUSLY this isn't a trap. "AHHHHHH!" we heard
sceraming coming from the forest. We went in to investigate "Bears win hoo rah da bears ! ! !" we saw a
man yelling. There was a girl next to him with blonde hair who was also screaming. "Carrigan!" taylor
yelled. Carrigan ran over to taylor and screamed even louder than before. "Uh whos that dude?" Taylor
asked. "Uncle Paul" Carrigan said "Wow thats.... wow." Carrigan joined us but uncle paul left and
screamed "Hoo rah da bears" i'm glad he didn't come. these people were annoying enough i didn't want
that idiot screaming 'WOO DA BEARS" all the time it was so annoying. I didn't like having all these
people with me it was slowing me down, and i was already slow enough without them. AND THEY HAD
LONG LEGS!!!!! I was slow because of my stupid short legs. What is their excuse? If i had long legs i
would be walking fast. they were totally abuding their power. We finally got to Canada which was owned
by the ligers they were very nice. It took us two days to get to the actual location of the shortcut. Two
VERY LONG DAYS. taylor and carrigan wouldn't shut up unless taylor was making out with gerard
which i found disgusting. and they did that quitew frequently.When they did make out Carrigan would
talk to fladoodle. "Hey lil' buddy can we go scuba diving?" Fladoodle asked. "No" i replied. "Well if i can't
go scuba diving then what was the point of all this thing?" he asked. "I don't care" I said. I was very tired
and didn't want to hear him ramble on and on about who knows what. "So can i go scuba diving?" he
asked "NO!" i yelled. "Well scuba diving is fun and i want to go." he said "OKay when we get to Asia and
kill the beast then you can scuba dive all day long." i said. We didn't have a boat yet though, so we had
to find a person who was willing to sell theirs. We walked over to one of my liger friends his name was
Weber and he sold his boat to us for free. "Hes hot" Carrigan whispered to taylor. "EWWWW!" taylor
screamed. Since no one knew how to sail the boat i had to sail it but i had no idea where i was going or
how long it would take to get there. I guessed it would take 4 days to get there but i was so wrong.
Fladoodle walked up to me. "Hey lil' Buddy you gots any cuppie cakes?" Oh god not again. "We went
over this Fladoodle i do not have any 'cuppie cakes' and i never will" I'm pretty sure he asked me this
question over 10 times today and it was only 5 a.m. "Oh , well i like cuppie cakes, they taste like
salamanders." Again, he told me that already too. "Thats great." i said.



8 - Dumbie dumb dumb dumbs and weirdos

Chapter 8
Dumbie dumb dumb dumbs and weirdos

It actually took us 13 days to get to Europe. When we got there we noticed that the beast had not yet
reached that area. I saw my friends Stephanie the Cheetah and Xavier the fairy princess of gumdrops.
They had just heard about the tragedy in Asia and agreed to help us fight, We also got most of their
friends to help us too. Taylor, Gerard, and Carrigan saw another human and ran over to her screaming
"AHHH MEDA DON"T EAT ME!!! AHHHH!!!" I later found out that Meda was a cannibal. We continued
to walk to Asia when we found a cave, Since it was starting to get dark we decided to go inside and stay
there for the night. "Oh my godadoodlez!" Fladoodle said once we got inside. When we saw the people
there i was so confused. The humans that i had just trained were all in that cave. I had thought the
humans had gone to Asia we weren't exactly in Asia yet. we were in a very close neighboring village.
They all just stared at me for a while then they yelled "NO MORE TORTURE!!!!!!!" ugh, again with the
torture. "Its okay i wont make you guys do any work outs anymore god." i said, i wasn't worried about
them getting stronger they were already as strong as they could be and that was (hopefully) good
enough to beat the beast. Me fladoodle taylor and gerard went looking for more people. We went in this
town that everyone called "Weirdo land" after a couple of minutes being there we realized why it was
called that. One man walked up to me and said "My car needs a new valve. Butter is yumm yumm
yumm!!!!" Fladoodle had warned everyone earlier not to talk to any of them but he didn't say why.So i
just kept my mouth shut and kept walking. "I like totally love pirates, they are so totally amazing. i love
movies about pirates and songs about pirates and books about pirates and everything else that has to
do with pirates. OH MY GOD!!! PIRATES!!!! Are you guys pirates?" this creepy old fat lady who came
out of no where asked me. Another man walked up to me "Excuse me sir im going to need to see some
weirdo ID." Fladoodle took out an ID card and gave it to the weirdo. I wasn't that surprised that fladoodle
had a weirdo ID card i mean, he is a big fat weirdo. "Oh okay this looks legit. Oh wait this expired two
seconds ago oh wait now its six seconds ago eight nine ten eleven tweleve thirteen fourteen fifteen
sixteen seventeen eighteen nineteen twenty....." He turned around for a second and we all sprinted away
before he could notice. We went to the next village and didn't see anyone there. We went to the next one
and we finally found people. We got some to join us. "Is there any other villages around here that aren't
destroyed?" I asked. "Nope. We checked them all except from the direction you came from there is two
or three." So with that we gave up and headed back to the cave in which we would probably all be
sleeping in. I didn't exactly know how we would all fit in there but the least we could do is try to fit
everyone in and if there wasn't enough room me, fladoodle, taylor, gerard, and carrigan would sleep
outside. We only had 6 ligers, 3 hippos, 20 giraffes, 6 terds ( they are an extinct species, you will find out
why later. They a brown and look like squiggles or circles or ovals.), 18 more humans, 6 elephants, 3
more hobos (I would have put them under the human category but Fladoodle insisted that "His kind" was
better and different than "Their kind", i guess he was mad at the humans for making him a hobo.), and
one Egle (She is an endangered species). You may think thats a lot but none of them know how to fight
except for the ligers and the Egle (she bites people). Also this beast is
85,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 times bigger, stronder, and faster
than all of us. We finally got to the cave and went to sleep, it was already past midnight and we were



planning on fighting the beast tomorrow.



9 - Fighting the beast

Chapter 9
Fighting the beast

When i woke up i realized, that for the first time in my life, I was scared. I was really scared of this dumb,
ugly, beast. It wasn't fair, he came out of no where and suddenly, he rules the world? No thats not how it
works. But he is very big, We might not make it out alive. OKAY! I need to stop thinking about this before
i go insane! I woke up the rest of the humans. I walked over to a girl named Unita "wake up. we have to
go fight the beast today" i whispered and shook her slighty. "WHAT!?!?!?" she yelled waking everyone
else up. "We're fighting the beast TODAY!?!?!?!?!?!?!?" everyone was looking at me now with the same
expression she had. Hadn't i told them this yesterday?? Oh wait thats right i came home late yesterday
and didn't get a chance to tell them. Uh stupid, stupid, stupid. Sometimes I'm stupider than the humans.
"Oh I'm sorry i thought i told you guys." i said apoloegticly. "But come on we can still fight him today
right? I mean you guys were training for like almost a year. And we need to get rid of him before he does
something bad. Do you want him to destroy the world?" They all looked at me again this time less mad.
"You're right." Unita said. "We can kill him no problem." another person said. "YEAH! lets go over there
right now and-" Someone was starting to say but i blocked it out with my thoughts. What???? No not
now. I mean, today but not now. "is you okays lil' buddy?" Fladoodle walked over and asked me. I was
just standing there with my mouth wide open, I didn't really have an expression on my face, i was just
staring. To shocked to do anything. I realized i wasn't ready to fight the beast. I thought i was but, after
thinking about it, I wasn't. And i didn't think i ever would be. "Hey??? You there lil' buddy. Can you hears
me?" he asked "eh." i said. "Whats 'eh'? is that a new kind a dance craze." he started to wave his arms
around and turn in circles "Look everybody I'm doing the eh!" I Finally snapped out of my daze. "No
Fladoodle its not a dance craze." i said. "Oh well ima make it one. Everybody this is the eh! its a new
dance craze invented be Fladoodle!" he said. gerard and taylor started doing the eh but no one else
bothered to. "So when should we get going?" Unita asked me. had to make a decision i could chicken
out and push the fight to another day or i could go and face my fears. After thinking about it for i while i
said "Now." So everyone got their weapons (Which were mostly sticks and rocks but one person had a
couple knives,) Egle Sharpened her teeth, Fladoodle kept doing the eh, Xavier got his gumdrops, and as
for me well, i stood there for a while watching everyone walk. Then i realized that i could fight the beast if
i really wanted to. So i ran to catch up with the front of the line and lead everyone to our destination.
Scranton, My old town. I found out that was where the beast was living. The way there felt way too short.
We had to have been walking for almost an hour, but it felt like only 10 seconds. When we got there we
saw him sleeping. "perfect." i whispered with a smile on my face now we could sneak up on him.
Although he would be furious when he woke up. For the 4th time that day I didn't know what to do.
Fladoodle was still doing the eh. and bumped into the beast. Well that solved my problem cause the
beast woke up "RAWRRRRRRRRR!" it yelled. "ME GODZILLA!!" so that was its name huh, Godzilla?
Gerard had rubbed two stiick together (thats what he said, he because of gay) and made fire. He threw
the stick that was on fir at Godzilla and he lit on fire. Unita had a picthfork and stuck it in the beast then
meda came over took the pitch fork out , when she did that a chunk of Godzilla came out, and she ate
that chunk. Egle walked over to him and bit him. Nothing happened but taylor started singing "DONT
BITE YOUR FRIENDS YOUR FRIENDS DONT WANNA BE BIT!" Godzilla roared and Xavier threw
gumdrops at Godzilla while singing his gumdrop song "Gumdrops, they are yummy, Gumdrops yummy



in your tummy, Gumdrops, They taste like sugar toast, Gumdrops and Godzilla you will roast!" He kept
repeating that until Godzilla got burnt so much that he was turning to ash. Poor poor Godzilla. "Has he
gots dead yet?" Fladoodle asked. "Yes. hes been dead for a while now." We decided to have a funeral
for him. We gathered his ash and threw it in the ocean along with some of the burnt gumdrops, Xavier
kept on singing the gumdrop song. I smiled. I had won. I was so foolish for being afraid before, Of
course i would win the fight.



10 - Epilouge

Epilouge

A kid named Mike walked over to some girl bent down and said "I LOVE YOU SYDNEY! MARRY ME!"
she said yes and they got married. A couple months after Sydney And Mikes wedding Weber came to
town and asked Carrigan to marry him. She said yes and they also got married. Weber and Carrigan
had over 666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,666,66
6,666,666,666,666,666 Half Human Half liger babies. They populated the world with there ugly
deformed children as for me, well i found a couple other penguins. I found A girl penguin named pingo
and a boy penguin named Ribbit ta Tibbit. Also, do you remember my friends Van Gough and Bill
Gates? well they became famous. Van Gough took Dwights painting as you all know and he said it was
his he got over 666 million dollars. Bill took Dwights software idea and he became a billionaire. Yes
everyone had a good life after that. Until, of course, King-Kong came. Oh and i almost forgot Fladoodle
got married to. Yup thats right the old weirdo finally found someone. Her name was Jocelyne. Was
because after a couple days into the marriage she hung herself. I don't blame her if i had to be married
to him i would kill myself too.
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